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Open spaces, rustic materials, and stunning
vistas send a breath of fresh air through
a Brooklyn native’s lofty construction
Written by Bess Hochstein
Photography by Fred Collins
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grew up in the projects
of Brooklyn,” recounts
Stephen
Schoenfeld,
standing in the airy great
room of his expansive
open-plan home. “I
never had grass, only concrete walls. We had
a two-bedroom apartment; I shared a bedroom with my sister for years.”
Today, it’s hard to imagine these humble
origins, a sharp-as-can-be contrast to his sixthousand-square-foot mountaintop home
in North Egremont, Massachusetts. Instead
of concrete, walls of windows provide panoramic vistas spanning Monument and
Canaan mountains, Catamount Ski Area to
the west, and Prospect Lake below, to the
southeast.
Schoenfeld’s route from the streets of
Brooklyn to the Berkshire Hills included a
familiar road called Wall Street, where he
rose through the ranks to become a managing director of Lehman Brothers; he also
held another job, at one time, responsible
for both the New York and American Stock
Exchanges Floor Operations. His initial visit
to the Berkshires—a ski trip with a Wall
Street buddy in the early 1980s—resulted
in love at first sight. “I knew this was going
to be home,” says the sixty-year-old, looking
more relaxed than any financial executive
has a right to these days.
In 1986, Schoenfeld purchased his own
Berkshire weekend retreat, a two-thirdsfinished spec house in Great Barrington,
Massachusetts. It sufficed for about ten years,
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View Finder: Stephen Schoenfeld and Peggy Hudnut’s home, tucked into the side of a mountain in North
Egremont, Mass., offers to-die-for views to the west and south. Not surprisingly, the couple was married on-site.

at which point he started to look for property. “I wanted to find a site that had views,”
he recalls, and he found it in 1997. So taken
was he with the land that he and Penny
Hudnut wed there in November 1998, only
a month after they broke ground. “Just us
and the land,” Schoenfeld muses.
The newlyweds set out to build their
dream home, based on a nine-thousandsquare-foot timber-frame house tucked
into a mountainside that Schoenfeld, a
self-professed gadget nut, had seen in Audio
Video Interiors magazine several years earlier.
Schoenfeld scheduled a meeting with the
architect, Jim Morter, who was reluctant

initially to take him to see the house. “I
flew out to Denver,” Schoenfeld recounts.
“I brought bagels and orange juice for the
whole office. I’m a very good salesman; I
don’t take ‘no’ for an answer.”
Morter ended up giving Schoenfeld a detailed tour of the house, but when the two
discussed the possibility of Morter designing
a house for Schoenfeld in the Berkshires,
the cost proved prohibitive. Instead, Morter
gave Schoenfeld the floor plans and agreed
to consult with a Berkshire-based architect.
Schoenfeld’s realtor recommended Pamela
Sandler of Stockbridge, Massachusetts,
for the project, and Sandler worked with

Face Value: The
backyard, which
includes a Prospect
Lake-shaped pool,
was carved from a
steep slope. (Above)
The master bedroom
exhibits a balance of
masculine details and
frilly, country flair.

Hudnut and Schoenfeld to modify the
plan. “We didn’t want a house that big,”
Schoenfeld explains. Nor did they want
the multiple levels of the original home,
opting instead for easy, single-floor living.
“We thought about Penny’s mom, who’s
now ninety-six,” Schoenfeld says. “We give
up our room when she visits,” relocating to
guest quarters on the lower level.
They retained the rugged, Western feel
of the house, with its prominent use of natural materials: stone and trees from the land
comprise the columns that support the roof
over the portico and at the back of the house.
They wanted their home to be as well-suited
to the landscape as the Colorado house.
“Penny believed that the house should
fit the land,” Schoenfeld says, “that, when
you drive up to it, you see that it belongs
there.” They also kept the openness of the

Colorado house, with high ceilings, scores
of large windows, and an uninterrupted flow
from entryway to great room to dining area
to kitchen, the various spaces demarcated by
changes in ceiling height. A massive central
stone fireplace soars to the peak of the vaulted ceiling, acting as a partition between the
great room and Schoenfeld’s home office.
The home presents a balance of muscle
and frill; leather couches mix with chintzupholstered chairs. The décor is a blend of art
and artifacts the couple picked up on their
travels throughout the United States (they
met in San Francisco) and abroad: paintings
from California, African woven baskets,
Chinese vessels. Despite natural light from
a total of one hundred and twenty windows
filling the house, “One of the things that
Penny thought was very important was hiring a lighting engineer.” They engaged Eric

Kaye from Northampton, Massachusetts.
“He’s big into upward lighting,” says
Schoenfeld, noting that the three beams in
his office are not structural but decorative;
each holds fifty 5-watt bulbs. Schoenfeld
sourced most of the home’s contemporary
pendant lighting fixtures. “I’d go shopping
and narrow it down to two or three,” he
says. “Penny would make the final decision.” An antique grandfather clock may
seem somewhat out of place in the casually
modern home, but Schoenfeld explains that
it came from Hudnut’s great grandmother,
along with a few other pieces of antique furniture in a guest bedroom.
In the streamlined kitchen, whimsical pastel ceramic cookie jars rest on black
granite countertops. Shaker-style shelves
and cabinetry hold Hudnut’s collections of
biscuit tins, Hummel figurines, and delicate
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Space Odyssey: Larger-than-life features, like the massive stone fireplace, vaulted ceiling, and wall of windows in ”the tree house,” spell grandeur for homeowner Stephen Schoenfeld.
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china. A window nearly as large as a sliding door provides
natural light, and a view, from the primary sink.
“Penny is a big cook,” says Sandler, who worked out the
details with Hudnut and kitchen designer Susan Kochanski.
“They like to entertain.” Thus the kitchen is fully loaded
with stainless steel appliances from Ackerman’s Appliance
in Hudson, New York, including a six-burner-plus-griddle
Viking stovetop, two Bosch wall-mounted ovens, two Miele
dishwashers, a Sub-Zero refrigerator, and an icemaker under
the nine-foot-by-four-foot island, which is topped with a
single piece of granite that required four men to carry it in
and place. There’s even a special niche for the one appliance
that Hudnut won’t touch: a FlashBake oven that cooks with
tungsten lights, a commercial product—due to its size and
price—that is no longer in production.
“I’m the only one who uses it,” admits Schoenfeld. “I love
gadgets. If there’s anything new and exciting, I’m going to
have it. I bought this even before we built the house.”
A capacious pantry houses a microwave, wine cooler,
blender, and another fridge, plus scads of tableware. There’s
also an ice cream maker. “That’s for the grandkiddies,” notes
Schoenfeld with a smile; the couple has eleven of them, the
progeny of their five adult children from previous marriages.
Beyond the pantry, a hallway leads to a sunroom the couple calls “the tree house.” One day about five years after the
home was completed, Schoenfeld decided that he wanted a
screened-in porch and “got carried away.” The tree house has
three walls of glass sliders providing light, easy outdoor access and verdant views; a fourth wall of stone with a fireplace
that burns both wood and gas; and a radiant-heated stone
floor. The addition included expanding the already extensive
deck off the back of the house to encompass the tree house,
as well as creating a new stairway to the pool at ground level.
It’s a favorite space for cocktails before dinner parties, plus
the stylish wicker couch transforms into a fold-out queensize bed.
At the opposite end of the main floor, the master suite
also enjoys “tree house views.” A partial wall separates the
bedroom area from the free-form bathroom, providing a
niche for Hudnut’s collection of art-glass perfume jars and
vases, plus more figurines on the bedside table and a double
vanity on the other. A ceiling-height glass door opens into
the shower suite—a large, sleek, mosaic-tile-floored shower
enclosure that encompasses a jetted bathtub. There’s also a
water closet and a walk-in closet brimming with clothes.
The home’s lower level is built into the mountainside—
the couple took care to ensure that it didn’t feel like a basement. Thus the ceilings are nine and a half feet high, and
the two en suite guest rooms as well as the grandchildren’s
room—with two sets of bunk beds—enjoy plenty of light
through sliders that open to the backyard and the Prospect
Lake-shaped pool, designed by Leisure Pools of Great
Barrington. The yard had to be created on the steep slope.
“It was nothing but ledge,” Sandler says, so Schoenfeld
sourced truckloads of dirt to level the site for the pool.
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Let There Be Light: Architect
Pamela Sandler designed the
home with plenty of windows
and varied ceiling heights
to draw attention to different
rooms, as evidenced by the
sprawling living room
and office (right).
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Entertainment for all ages fills out the lower
level: a fully stocked game room with skee
ball, air hockey, a pool table, and a slot
machine, plus Schoenfeld’s collections of
antique toy reproductions, model airplanes,
wine, and decorating books; a media room
with comfy loungers, a projection screen,
and five hundred films, plus karaoke, an elliptical trainer, and a stationary bike; and a
closet stuffed with toys. “For the grandkiddies,” says Schoenfeld with a laugh.
A vast array of dolls line the stairway
and a settee on the landing, but these are
definitely not for child’s play. “Penny has
a doll collection from all over the world,”
Schoenfeld explains. “She only collects
them in pairs.”
There’s also a cedar closet in the lower
level, where Schoenfeld stows most of his
business suits. “Since 2007, I’ve been working from home,” he says, as a director of
Knight Capital Group. “It’s the best thing
that ever happened to me.” Now, when
he goes out on sales calls, “I have the nonfrenetic airport of Albany. I can fly without
going through the hassle of Kennedy or
LaGuardia.”
Hudnut’s suits remain more readily acces-

sible—she needs them for her job as managing director of development at the Berkshire
School in Sheffield, Massachusetts. She
moved to the Berkshires full-time about a
year and a half before Schoenfeld, which, he
admits, made him quite jealous. Now both
year-rounders, they’ve sold their Manhattan
apartment, settled into the community,
and become involved with several local
nonprofits, including Friends of Daniel
Pearl, Construct, Inc., and the Mahaiwe
Performing Arts Center. “We’ve also made
great friends,” says Schoenfeld. “We’ve built
friendships with people here that we never
had in New York.”
That extends to this man’s best friend;
working from home has enabled Schoenfeld
to realize another lifelong dream: “I fell in
love with Bernese mountain dogs fifteen
years ago,” he says, but his travel schedule
precluded dog ownership. Now Shiloh, his
exuberant five-month-old Bernese keeps
him company as he works at his desk, with
two computer screens the only hindrance to
his limitless view. BL
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